Electro Smog? Are electromagnetic fields capable of
affecting your health?
Electro-smog refers to the huge amount of electromagnetic
fields (EMF) present literally everywhere on this planet.
There are more than 10,000 scientific papers available,
stretching back over 40 years, on all aspects of the above
subject, hence it shall not be necessary for us to dissect
them and plagiaries their findings here.
This leaflet is by no means condemning technology or
recommending living without all the electrical driven
conveniences of today or tomorrow for that matter.
However, there is much ongoing controversial and
emotional discussion over the possible effects which
electrical and magnetic fields can produce in the biosystem of all living organisms including mankind.
Invisible energy fields emanating from electrical and
magnetic devices such as High Voltage electrical cables,
transformers & sub-stations, radio and television
transmitters, microwave transmitters, mobile phone
transmitting masts, mobile phones, radio telephones,
pagers, electrical appliances, as well as office, household,
shop and hotel wiring are constantly filling our environment
and although you cannot see them, they are slowly causing
effects on each and every one of us.
Balanced – Bio-Systems – Unbalanced

Man has not been equipped with an organ to detect or
combat such intrusions although these all have the
potential to interfere with his bio-system, which is
normally in a state of fine balance. Perhaps this is what is
behind the burgeoning number of electro-sensitive people
reporting
symptoms
such
as
sleep
disorders
(sleeplessness, restless sleep, early and abrupt waking),
nervousness, internal disruptions, irritability, lack of
concentration, loss of memory, lethargy, cramps,
headaches, etc.
Individual sensitivity to electromagnetic fields is diverse,
making it impossible to issue blanket statements on healthy
tolerances pertaining to electro-smog. Scientist all over the
world, attempting to assemble factual evidence, have made
a variety of differing observations in test subjects exposed
to the same electromagnetic fields, voltages and current.
There is now a scientifically backed movement, pressing
the European Commission to outlaw children or using a
mobile phone as children absorb 50% more radiation than
adults!

The future looks bleak!
Authorities are expecting a phenomenal increase
in brain cancers, cataracts, loss of vision and
hearing amongst both young and old within the
next 5 years*.
Meanwhile industry and government state:

“Safer phones by 2018”
But can we afford to wait that long?
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A Nobel Prize for medical science was awarded in 1992 for
the discovery that life essential communication between
cells is conducted at a frequency of 400Hz. Furthermore
bio-resonance medicine informs us that negative effects
always accompany an invasion of our biological system by
any artificial signal as it will disrupt inter-cellular
communication.
Mysterious unexplained peaks on the Electro Encephalo
Graph (EEG) screens during research had medical
scientists in Luebeck, Germany puzzled, until quite by
coincidence they discovered the cause when one of the
staff observed someone using a mobile phone just as the
peaks occurred. A correlation between mobile phone use
and abnormal changes in brain activity was finally
substantiated by credible scientific evidence.
Scientists have recently been able to establish that even
during periods of rest, 1 pico Ampere (1pA =
0.000000000001A) of electricity flows between cells. Such
findings help shed a new light on health implications of
mobile phone use, knowing that a minute amount of
electricity is flowing in all of us all of the time. Assuming
that our electrical bio-system is more sensitive that say an
EEG and knowing that mobile phones are not allowed in
hospitals near the intensive care units, it is safe to argue
that we have cause to be concerned for our health.

“An ounce of PREVENTION is worth … a

pound of cure.”

Prevention! But HOW?

Telephones and Answering Machines
So how can you effectively protect yourself and your loved
ones from the harmful effects of electro-smog during
mobile phone calls?
Contact your KALPAMRIT
consultant. KALPAMRIT is the company doing much
about e-smog in your personal environment i.e., in your
home, while at work or in a shop or hotel.

This diagram shows how destructive interference works; the
red cancels out the black – (unnecessary information)

KALPAMRIT Zero Impact work on the principle of
destructive interference to eliminate specific information
signals which accompany mobile phone signals for
example. Thus KALPAMRIT Zero Impact help prevent this
negative or harmful information affecting our bio-system.
Preliminary tests have shown a dramatic reduction in the
negative biological effects by employing such protection
devices. In essence they harmonise electromagnetic
fields, which is essential for mankind as we are inextricably
linked to the biological system that is our environment.

Telephones can emit surprisingly strong EMFs, especially
from the handset. This is a problem because we hold the
telephone so close to our head. Place the Gauss meter
right against the ear piece and the mouth piece before
buying a phone.

Any change in the natural environment, through such
energies as e-smog from mobile phones for example,
represent a serious invasion in our cells’ ability to
communicate, leading to imbalance, misalignment and
allowing disease to follow.

Pictures on how to install your newly purchased
ZERO IMPACT are on our website:
http://www.kalpamritayurved.com
Remove the battery from your mobile phone as described
in your product manual. Peel the protective strip from the
back of ZERO IMPACT (sticker) and place the ZERO
IMPACT (sticker) on the battery close to but not touching
the battery’s terminal so that the logo and writing are facing
up, relative to the antenna when it is re-installed. Re-install
the battery and you are ready to enjoy a less stressful form
of mobile communication.

Congratulations!
Revolutionary bonus plan!
Register FREE and recommend our products to start
your income growing!
Ask your KALPAMRIT
consultant about our fantastic business opportunity.

Some brands emit no measurable fields and others emit
strong fields that travel several inches right into your brain.
Answering machines, particular those with adapter plugs
(mini-transformers), give off high levels of EMFs.

